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Abstract
In this paper, we present the main goals, questions
and hypotheses of our research related to test
execution effort estimation. Here, we introduce a
model that we developed for estimating test execution
effort based on the test characteristics and risk factors.
In addition, we presented the planning of empirical
studies for this model. These studies have the objective
of configuring, calibrating and validating the model
using expert judgment and statistical methods. Finally,
we defined metrics to be collected and the methods to
analyze them in order to answer our research
questions.

1. Introduction
In competitive markets (e.g., the mobile phone
market), companies that release products with poor
quality may quickly lose its clients. In order to avoid
this, companies should ensure that product quality has
conformed to its client expectation.
A usual activity performed to ensure quality is
software testing [8]. Software testing is been
considered so important that organizations can allocate
teams exclusively for testing activities. In such
situations, test teams should be able to estimate the
required effort to perform their test activities on the
schedule and to request more resources or negotiate
deadlines when necessary.
Several software development estimation models
have been proposed over the years. Function Point
Analysis (FPA) and COCOMO are examples of models
used for estimating the effort to develop software
products based on its characteristics. Regarding tests,

Test Point Analysis is a model similar to FPA used for
estimating the effort to define, develop and execute
functional tests.
However, these models do not estimate the effort for
executing a given set of test cases, since their
estimations are based on SW development complexity
instead of test execution complexity. For this reason,
estimates are usually made only based on expert
judgment or historical execution times, which generally
leads to a lack of precision.
In this paper, we introduce a proposed test
execution effort estimation model that regards test size
and execution complexity measured from test
specification written in a controlled natural language
[14][9]. We also present the empirical studies planned
to configure and validate this model for the mobile
application domain.

2. Relevant prior work
During the last few decades, several models and
techniques were created for estimating software
development size and effort. Function Points Analysis
(FPA) [6], for instance, gives a measure of the size of a
system by measuring the complexity of system
functionalities offered to the user. The size of system is
determined in function points (FP), a unit-of-work
measure, and this count is used for estimating the effort
to develop it.
The Use Case Point Analysis (UCP) [12] is an
extension of FPA and estimates the size of a system
based on use case specifications. Although UCP and
FPA regard the development complexity of a system,
they do not specifically regard the complexity for
executing or automating a given suite of test cases. For

this reason, they cannot be used to estimate the effort to
perform these two activities.
Test Point Analysis [13] is an extension of UCP that
estimates the effort required to define and implement
functional tests based on use case points. This model
also takes in consideration the characteristics of the
product being tested (not the characteristics of the
tests). For this reason, it estimates the effort of all test
activities for the whole product, such as defining,
implementing and executing tests. We are interested in
a solution for individually estimate the test execution
and the automation effort of any test suite.
The Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) [4]
converts size metrics such as FP and SLOC (source
lines of code) into effort estimation for developing
systems. This is done through the use of effort
multipliers and scale factors, which represent the
environment, the teams and the processes
characteristics. Similarly to FPA and UCP, COCOMO
is not used to estimate the effort to perform test
execution or automation activities.
These models do not estimate the effort for
executing any given test suite, since their estimations
are based on software development complexity instead
of its execution complexity. In the best case, these
models can only estimate the effort for defining and
executing all the tests for the whole system. We need a
model to estimate the effort only to execute any subset
of test cases.

3. Research
hypotheses

goals,

questions

and

The main goal of this research is the development
and evaluation of an estimation model for test
execution effort. We aim to create an estimation model
with the following characteristics:
•
•

•
•
•

Accurate estimates;
Based on the test characteristics in order to be
applicable to any given suite of functional test
cases;
Based on risk factors (team experience, test
environment, tested product, etc.);
Good performance for existing tests and for new
ones;
Ease of automation.

The assessment of our research goal will be
performed by answering the following main research
questions:

RQ1: Can we achieve high estimation accuracy for
test execution effort by regarding the test
characteristics and the risk factors?
RQ2: Are the test effort estimation models based
on test specifications and risk factors more
accurate than the ones only using historical data?
RQ3: Can the proposed estimation models be
automated?
RQ4: What is the cost to use the proposed test
execution effort estimation model?
RQ5: Has the proposed estimation model a similar
performance in different application domains?
Based on these main research questions, we
formulate our research hypotheses as presented next:
RH1: The effort to execute tests can be accurately
estimated based on the test characteristics and risk
factors.
RH2: Test effort estimation models regarding the
test characteristics and risk factors are more
accurate than models only based on historical data.
RH3: It is possible to have out test effort estimates
automatically calculated with minimal human
interaction, leading to a low cost of use.
RH4: The proposed model can be applicable to
different application domains.
In addition, we derived question RQ1 into more
concrete ones (RQ1.1 to RQ1.8) in order to answer
them in an easier manner during our empirical studies.
RQ1.1: What are the relevant test characteristics
to estimate test execution effort?
RQ1.2: How to group the values of each test
characteristic into influence levels (low, average
and high)?
RQ1.3: What are the best weights to assign to
each influence level of each test characteristic?
RQ1.4: Is the number of execution points a
soundness measure for representing test size and
execution complexity?
RQ1.5: What are the relevant risk factors for
estimating test execution effort?
RQ1.6: How to group the values of each risk
factor into influence levels (low, average and
high)?
RQ1.7: What is the impact in test execution effort
(weight) of each influence level of each risk
factor?
RQ1.8: How accurate are the estimates using the
proposed test execution effort estimation model?

4. 4. Test execution effort estimation
model
In this section, we present a test effort estimation
model developed during our research [1][2]. As
illustrated by Figure 1, the input of our estimation
model is a test suite and the output is the estimated
effort in man-hours required to execute all tests in the
suite. Here, we consider that the test case specifications
are written in a standardized way.

Figure 1. Test execution effort estimation
model overview.
Our test execution effort estimation model works as
follows. First of all, (1) we individually analyze the test
cases existing in the suite. During these analyses, (2)
we assign for each test case a number of execution
points, a unit of measure defined in this work for
describing the size and execution complexity of test
cases.
After that, (3) we sum all the execution points
measured from the analyzed test cases. This total
describes the size and execution complexity for the
whole test suite. Finally, (4) we estimate the required
effort in man-hours to execute all tests in the test suite
based on the total number of execution points. Next,
we give more details about Steps 2 and 4.
The Step 2 of our model is detailed by Figure 2.
First, (a) we individually analyze each test step of the
test specification. We analyze each test step according
to a list of characteristics (C1 to Cn). Each characteristic
considered by the model has impact in the size and
execution complexity of the test and (b) this impact is
rated using an ordinal scale (Low, Average and High).
After that, (c) we assign weights (execution points)
for each characteristic according to its selected value.
To calculate the total number of execution points of a
test step, (d) we sum the points assigned for each
characteristic. Then, (e) we measure the size and

execution complexity of a test case by summing the
execution points of each one of its test step.
Our proposed test execution effort estimation model
should be configured according to the target
application domain in order to maximize the estimates
accuracy. For instance, the list of characteristics (C1 to
Cn), their influence levels and weights should be
calibrated through empirical studies in the target
application domain.

Figure 2. Assigning execution points to a
test case.
For the Step 4, we have two approaches we can use.
The first approach is the simplest one, which is
applicable when we have a static test environment and
test productivity. Here, the estimated effort is
calculated based on the execution points of a test suite
and a conversion factor (CF).
As illustrated by Figure 3, (f) we first calculate the
conversion factor by dividing execution effort by the
number of execution points. For that, testers can
measure the test size and execution complexity of
several test cases. Then, the execution time of the tests
should be collected from a historical database (if
available) or by executing them. Then, to estimate the
effort to execute new test suites, we just need to (g)
multiply its number of execution points by the
conversion factor.
The second approach to use in Step 4 regards the
risk factors existing in a dynamic environment, such as
team experience, environment conditions, test
precedence and product stability. All these factors
impact somehow the test execution effort
Hence, to calculate the effort to execute a test suite,
we use a mathematical equation that is based on the
execution points and the risk factors. The list of
relevant risk factors and the coefficients (impact) to be

used for each of them in the equation may depend on
the application domain.

discussed next. We discuss the planned empirical
studies and present the definition of the metrics to be
collected. Also, we show the methods that we plan to
use for analyzing the data.

5.1. Description of the empirical studies
In this section, we overview the studies planned by
this work.

Figure 3. Test effort estimation.
As discussed in Section 5.1, we will perform some
correlation analyses to define a regression model and
use regression analysis to create the equation. For
instance, COCOMO has its equation for SW
development effort defined through a similar process,
identifying linear and exponential relationships. If we
find similar relationships between the test execution
effort and each related risk factor, we will have the
following regression model:
Effort = A * CD * (EP) ED

ES1 – Expert judgment: this empirical study uses
expert judgment through a Delphi panel to create a first
version of the test execution effort estimation model.
We already did this panel with six testers and we
achieved a consensus in two to four rounds per
question about the list of characteristics and risk factors
to consider in the estimation model, as well their
influence levels and weights according to the mobile
application domain. This study helps to answer
questions RQ1.1 to RQ1.3 and RQ1.5 to 1.7.
ES2 – Experiment: in this study, almost 200 test
cases of 3 different features were executed by 6 testers
in a controlled environment. After collecting the data,
we performed two different analyses. In the first
analysis, we evaluated the model created during the
ES1:
•

Where:
A is an effort coefficient.
CD is an effort adjustment factor derived from cost
drivers.
ED is an exponent derived from scale drivers.
EP is the test size and execution complexity in
execution points.

•

In this case, the risk factors are classified in cost
(linear relationship) and scale drivers (exponential
relationship).

5. Empirical studies
We plan to run some empirical studies with the
objective to create, configure, calibrate and test our
estimation models for the mobile application domain.
The objective of this section is to describe these
studies.
Table 1 summarizes the design of our empirical
studies of test execution effort estimation and it is

•

We evaluated the accuracy of the estimation
model created during the ES1 through a threefold cross-validation. We used the training sets
to calculate the value of the effort coefficient A
of our effort equation. Since it is a controlled
environment, we use the value 1 for the CD and
ED variables of our effort equation in this
experiment. Then, we used the test sets to
observe the mean estimates accuracy and to
calculate its confidence interval. (RQ1.8)
We also used all the collected data to
empirically demonstrate the soundness of the
test size and execution complexity metric. For
instance, we verified that tests intuitively
considered similar (with respect to test size and
execution complexity) have similar number of
execution points assigned to them. (RQ1.4)
We also identified the steps of our estimation
process that can be automated. (RQ3)

We will perform a second analysis, which aims to
use statistical methods (ANOVA, statistical tests, etc.)
to identify:

Table 1. Planned empirical studies of test execution effort estimation.
Empirical Studies
Mobile Application Domain
Question

•

ES2

ES3

Experiment

Survey

RQ1.1

TestCharacteristics

RQ1.2

CharacteristicValuesc,l

ES1
Expert
judgment
Delphi
panel
Delphi
panel

RQ1.3

CharacteristicWeightc,l

Delphi
panel

RQ1.4

InconsistentMeasures1
,
InconsistentMeasures2

RQ1.5

RiskFactors

Delphi
panel

Questionnair
e

RQ1.6

RiskFactorsValuesc,l

Delphi
panel

Questionnair
e

RQ1.7

RiskFactorsWeightc,l

Delphi
panel

RQ1.8

MMRE, Pred(0.25)

RQ2
and
RQ5

MMRE, Pred(0.25)

RQ3

StepsNotAutomated

RQ4

•

Metric

Statistical test

ANOVA

Questionnair
e
Questionnair
e

ES4
Case
Study

Clustering
algorithms

Desktop Application
Domain
ES5
ES6
Expert
Case
judgment
Study
Delphi
Statistical
panel
test
Delphi
panel
ANOVA

Empirical
demonstratio
n

Crossvalidation /
confidence
interval/
Statistical test

Statistical
hypothesis
test
Clustering
algorithms

Delphi
panel

Statistical
hypothesis
test

Delphi
panel

Regression
Analysis
Crossvalidation/
confidence
interval/
Statistical
test
Crossvalidation/
Statistical
test

Regression
Analysis
Crossvalidation/
confidence
interval/
Statistical
test
Crossvalidation/
Statistical
test

Crossvalidation/
Statistical
test

Crossvalidation/
Statistical
test

Empirical
demonstratio
n

#EvaluatedTestStepsn

If the test characteristics identified in ES1 are
statistically significant to the accuracy of the
effort estimates. (RQ1.1)
The weights of the influence levels of each test
characteristic according to the mobile
application domain. (RQ1.3)

We developed a tool for collecting the execution
time spent in each test step of the test cases. Table 2
presents an example of the information used in the
ANOVA. The main results of the ANOVA are: the
statistical significance of each characteristic (C1 to Cn)
with respect to the execution effort; the impact (weight)

in the effort when we change the values from Average
to Low or to High in each characteristic.
ES3 – Survey: the purpose of this survey is to
identify characteristics and risk factors not highlighted
during the Delphi panel (ES1). We will apply a
questionnaire to approximately 60 testers of different
test execution teams. (RQ1.1, RQ1.2, RQ1.5 and 1.6).
ES4 – Case study: we planned to use in practice the
estimation model calibrated by the ES2. The model
will be used for 6 months by 4 test teams in context of
the Informatics Center and Motorola partnership.

Table 2. Execution effort and complexity evaluation of each test step.
Test Step
Go to the message center
Send a message
…

Effort (s)
11
58
…

C1
Low
Average
…

During this study, we expect to collect data about
the execution of some thousands of tests. We will use
the collected data to perform some analyses:

C1
Low
High
…

…
…
…
…

Cn
Low
Low
…

verify if our proposed estimation model can be
generalized to others application domains. (RQ5)

5.2. Definition of metrics
Use clustering algorithms to group the possible
values of each test characteristic and risk factor
into influence levels (low, average and high).
These groups were previous created through
expert judgment in ES1. (RQ1.2 and RQ1.6)
• Use correlation analysis to identify the more
appropriate regression model and then use
regression analysis to:
 Identify which of the risk factors identified
in ES1 are statistically significant to the
accuracy of effort estimates. (RQ1.5)
 Automatically calculate the weights of the
influence level of each risk factor. These
weights are used to calculate the CD and
ED variables of our effort equation (RQ1.7)
 Evaluate the accuracy of the estimation
model configured by ES2 by analyzing the
estimation errors. (RQ1.8)
• Evaluate the accuracy of the estimation model
configured by the improvements done by ES4.
We used the training sets to calibrate the
weight of the risk factors and the test sets to
observe the estimates accuracy. (RQ1.8)
• Calculate the cost of using our estimation
model by observing the number of times we
need to evaluate the execution complexity of
test steps. (RQ4)
• On the mobile application domain, compare
the accuracy of our model with the others
based on historical data. (RQ2 and RQ5)
•

ES5 – Expert judgment: the purpose of this Delphi
panel is to identify characteristics and risk factors
related to the execution of tests of desktop application,
as well their influence levels. Five experts of the
domain will attend the panel. This information will be
used to configure the estimation model to the desktop
application domain. (RQ1.1, RQ1.2, RQ1.5 and 1.6)
ES6 – Case study: we intend to calibrate and use
the estimation model for 3 months, in a test team of
desktop applications. The main objective here is to

We define here the set of metrics to be collected
during the empirical studies to answer our research
questions in a quantitative way [3].
MMRE: Mean magnitude of the relative error.
MMRE = 1/N * ΣMREi
Where:
MREi = abs(REi)
REi = (esti – actuali) / actuali
N = number of estimates
esti = estimated execution effort of the ith test
actuali = actual execution effort of the ith test
Pred(0.25): Percentage of estimates that are within
25% of the actual values.
Pred(0.25) = 1/N * Σ (1 if MREi ≤ 0.25,
0 otherwise)
TestCharacteristics: List of characteristics relevant
to estimate test execution effort.
CharacteristicValuesc,l: List of values of the test
characteristic c that have a given influence level l
(low, average or high) on test execution effort.
CharacteristicWeightc,l:
Weight
(quantitative
impact) assigned to the influence level l of the test
characteristic c with respect to test execution effort.
RiskFactors: List of risk factors relevant to estimate
test execution effort.
RiskFactorValuesr,l: List of values of the risk factor
r that have a given influence level l (low, average or
high) on test execution effort.
RiskFactorsWeightc,l: Weight (quantitative impact)
assigned to the influence level l of the risk factor r
with respect to test execution effort.

InconsistentMeasures1: List of pair of tests (t1, t2),
where t1 and t2 are intuitively similar with respect to
their size and execution complexity with significantly
different numbers of execution points assigned to.
InconsistentMeasures2: List of pair of tests (t1, t2),
where t1 and t2 are intuitively different with respect
to their size and execution complexity with
inconsistent numbers of execution points assigned to.
For instance, a bigger test with a similar or a smaller
number of execution points.
#EvaluatedTestStepsn: Number of test steps of the
nth test case that required human interaction to
evaluate its execution complexity. In other words, the
number of test steps never evaluated before, since
they require manual evaluation only at the first
occurrence.
StepsNotAutomated: List of steps of the estimation
model that were identified as difficult to automate.

5.3. Summary of the main data analysis
methods used in the studies
Delphi is a method that experts are invited to attend
a panel for two or more rounds in order to achieve a
consensus about a subject. The participants are
coordinated by a facilitator who ensures their
anonymity and structure the information flow between
them. It promotes rapid consensus and avoid
groupthink. We use this method to decide how to
configure our estimation model based on expert
judgment. For example, we use it to decide which risk
factors and test characteristics to consider in the
estimation model.
Statistical hypothesis test is a statistical method
used to test if a given hypothesis is true with a
determined confidence level [11]. We use this kind of
test to verify, for example, if a given test characteristic
or risk factor is relevant for estimating test execution
effort, or if the accuracy of proposed estimation model
is better than the current one.
ANOVA is a statistical method to test heterogeneity
of means by the analysis of group variances [11]. In our
research, we use ANOVA to identify the impact on the
test execution effort when varying the influence levels
of the test characteristics. This information is used to
calculate the weight of each influence level.
Empirical demonstration is the confirmation that a
given theory is correct by observing it in the practice
[5]. For instance, we empirically demonstrated the

soundness of the execution points measured from the
test cases.
Cross-validation is a method for generalizing the
results of a model evaluation. The main idea is to
partition a sample of data into folds (subsets) such that
you test the model on a single fold, while the other
folds are used to build the model. The use of this
method reduces the probability of obtaining results by
chance.
Confidence interval is an interval estimation built
with a given confidence level that is generated from a
random sample of an underlying population. Based on
the results of the empirical studies, we use confidence
intervals to have a better idea of our estimation model
accuracy.
Clustering algorithms [7] are used to classify
objects into different groups. We used these
algorithms, such as the k-means clustering, to group the
values of the test characteristics and risk factors into
influence levels (low, average and high).
Regression analysis is a method used to create a
mathematical model (called regression equation) that
tries to explain the relationship between response and
predictors variables [11]. We use this method to
identify the weights of the influence levels of each
relevant risk factor. We choose the regression model to
be used (linear, quadratic, exponential, etc.) by doing
linear and nonlinear correlation analyses between the
effort and each risk factor.

5.4. Threats to validity
In this section, we list the main threats to the
validity of our empirical studies and how we plan to
control them.
Some relevant characteristics and risk factors may
not be identified in ES1 and ES3: we can control this
threat by analyzing the residuals of the regression
analysis and the results of the ANOVA.
Tests may not be representative: if the tests used in
our empirical studies were not representative, the
results would be biased. During our studies, we will
analyze the test specifications to verify how
representative they are. If necessary, we can add more
different tests to increase their representativeness.
Test environment not representative: we may not
collect enough data regarding all risk factors if we have
a not significant variety of situations (tools, team
experience, etc.) in our studies. We can control this
threat by analyzing the collected data and observing the
discarded risk factors during the regression analysis.
Problems during data collection: the collected data
may be incorrect or inconsistent, leading to invalid

results. We will guide the data collection and inspect
the collected data to identify outliers, discarding the
data always when necessary.

[2]

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented the main goals, questions
and hypotheses of our research. We introduced a new
estimation model that we developed for estimating test
execution effort based on test characteristics and risk
factors. We presented the planning of the empirical
studies for configuring and evaluating this model.
These studies are based on expert judgment, an
experiment, a survey, case studies and the use of
statistical techniques.
We also presented the metrics that will be collected
during the empirical studies and how they will help to
answer our research questions. In addition, we
described the main methods used to analyze the
collected data. Most of them are statistical methods that
can have a significant contribution to the model
accuracy. Then, we discussed about the main threats to
validity of our empirical studies and how to control
them.
Finally, we expect that the results of our empirical
studies will not only validate our work, but also support
the construction of new models, such as test coverage
vs. execution effort analysis model, a test automation
effort estimation model and a cost-benefit analysis
model for prioritizing manual tests to be automated.
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